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SAMUEL J. COHEN 
S. MARTIN FULANI 
BAKER AND BAMBACKER 
666 North La Brea Avenue 
Los Angeles California 90088 
 
Attorneys for Plaintiff Georg Frideric Handel d/b/a G. F. Handel Gesellschaft  
 
IN DISTRICT COURT 
 
GEORG FRIDERIC HANDEL, an individual, Plaintiff 
 
v. 
 
JOHANNES BRAHMS, an individual, Defendant 
 
Case No. CV-1099 
 
COMPLAINT FOR 
 
(1) COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT; 
 
(2) DECLARATORY RELIEF 
 
Plaintiff GEORG FRIDERIC HANDEL alleges: 
 
I. JURISDICTION 
 
1. This court has subject matter jurisdiction over this action because it arises under an Act 
of Congress relating to copyrights, more particularly, the Copyright Act of 1976, as 
amended, Title 17 United States Code), pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1338(a) and 28 U.S.C. 
2201-2202. 
 
II. Parties 
 
2. Plaintiff GEORG FRIDERIC HANDEL is, and at all relevant times was, an individual 
doing business as G. F. Handel Gesellschaft ("GFHG"). Since in or about 1705, GFHG 
has been in the business of composing works for a variety of forces, including operas, 
choral compositions, and a variety of instrumental compositions much beloved all over 
the world. 
 



3. Defendant JOHANNES BRAHMS ("Brahms") is an individual domiciled in Vienna. 
 
III. 
 
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF (Copyright infringement) 
 
4.  GFHG realleges, and incorporates by reference, the allegations of paragraphs 1-3 
inclusive, as though fully set forth below. 
 
5. On or about December 20, 1710, GFGH authored a musical work in the form of a 
composition (the "Composition"),a copy of which is attached as Exhibit A and 
incorporated by reference.  
 
6. The Composition contains material wholly original with plaintiff and is copyrightable 
subject matter under the law.  
 
7. At all relevant times, GFHG has been, and still is, the owner of all rights in and to the 
Composition under the applicable statutes and commons law. 
 
8. On or about March 3, 1861, defendant infringed the copyrights on the Composition by 
publishing (or causing the publication of) it nearly in it's entirety, for inclusion in a 
composition claimed under defendant's own name, as "Variations and Fugue on a Theme 
by Handel". Plaintiff did not authorize such publication. This unauthorized publication of 
the Composition took place in the City of Vienna. 
 
9. As a proximate result of the infringement alleged above, Plaintiff has been damaged, in 
an amount to be proven at trial. 
 
IV. 
 
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF (Declaratory Relief) 
 
10. GFHG realleges, and incorporates by reference, the allegations of paragraphs 1-9 
inclusive, as though fully set forth below. 
 
11. There exists a real controversy between Plaintiff and Defendant as to the true 
ownership of "Variations and Fugue on a Theme by Handel", and this controversy is 
dependent on an interpretation of Section 201 (a) of the Copyright Act, and the decisional 
law interpreting that statute. 
 
12. By this action, Plaintiff prays that he be adjudicated either the owner or exclusive 
licensee in the copyright. 
 
WHEREFORE, PLAINTIFF  prays judgment as follows: 
 
 1. On the first claim for relief, for damages according to proof 



 2. On the second claim for relief, for a judicial declaration that Plaintiff is the 
owner of the copyright , and all authorship and publishing rights of "Variations and 
Fugue on a Theme by Handel" 
 3. For attorney's fees pursuant to 15 U.S.C.  
 
Submitted. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------



 
What if composers Handel and Brahms had been contemporaries in 
today's age of copyright and intellectual property? Of course about 150 
years actually separated the two, there was no copyright law in effect 
during either of their lives, and Handel's work would have been as it 
now is, in the public domain. Still, what would happen if one great 
classical master went after another with the ferocity that Island 
Records showed when they sued Negativland for their sampling a song 
by the Irish band U2 in a musical commentary, back in 1991? 
 
Musical appropriation—the use of one composer's material as the basis 
for another's unique and original work—is not something that began in 
the digital age of sampling. As Stravinsky himself once said: "A good 
composer does not imitate; he steals." Bach, Bartok and Dvorak all 
cribbed from anonymous folk tunes. Alban Berg borrowed from Bach, 
and Benjamin Britten based his extremely popular "Young Person's 
Guide to the Orchestra" entirely on a short theme from Henry Purcell.  
Brahms at least acknowledged the contribution of Handel (and Haydn, 
and Schumann) in his titles, just as Stravinsky copped to borrowing 
from Pergolesi in the sub-title to Pulcinella. Most composers, though, 
were content to leave it to astute listeners to figure out whose 
intellectual property rights were being breached.  
 
Clearly,  musical appropriation is not new, but it does take on some 
new twists in today’s digital world.   In this era of copyright and 
intellectual property laws, some artists are wondering if it isn’t time for 
an update, and there is a growing number of  composers who feel that 
their creative work depends on the ability to sample the work of 
others, for the purpose of social, political as well as musical 
commentary. While the boundaries of such commentary are not clearly 
defined, these composers seem to have a key doctrines in copyright 
law on their side: the concepts of  "fair use" and "transformative use" .  
 
New York based intellectual property lawyer Monica Youn  clarifies it 
this way: "Fair use is a statutory defense to copyright infringement., 
which defends use of a copyrighted work 'for purposes such as 
criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching..., scholarship, or 
research.' The court look at 4 factors in determining whether a use is a 
fair one: 
 
1) the purpose and character of the use (usually this focuses on 
whether the use is commercial or nonprofit/educational) 
2) the nature of the copyrighted work 



3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used (this test focuses 
on whether the user has taken the 'heart' of the material) 
4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the 
copyrighted work (THE most important factor. If the holder can prove 
that the user is eating into her market share, the holder wins)" 
 
In "transformative use", the greater the degree of transformation, the 
greater the likelihood that the use is fair. 
 
The doctrine of fair use gives certain shelter to artists for when  they 
feel that getting permission from another artist (or record label) might 
stand in the way of their own creative endeavors - after all, most 
artists aren't too keen on having their work parodied or otherwise 
squeezed through a cultural wringer - it clearly does NOT protect 
artists who just want to lazily rely on another person's work-product. 
Nor does it  give protection to people who want to pirate, forge or 
counterfeit other's property. And importantly, fair-use is applicable 
only to U.S. copyright law. 
 
Even with these moral and legal distinctions, digital sampling presents 
new aesthetic challenges. .As British musicologist Roger Johnson  has 
pointed out: 
 

Sampling is music’s newest version of simulation - that increasing 
tendency of all electronic media to substitute the unreal for what 
used to be called real. Music has become detached from any 
acoustical, notational or even electromagnetic reality. Individual 
sounds or whole pieces are digitally encoded in memory and seem 
quite real - even better than real - when modified ands reproduced. 
But in the end we are taken in by these simulations and the kind of 
memory they represent. The signs become more real to us than 
their signifiers, the simulation more real than the simulated. 
 
Sampling actually destroys any practical distinction between an 
original and a copy, because any sample, however many generations 
removed from the original, is equal in value and quality. Its value 
lies not just in its reproducibility but also in its malleability and 
intangibility, like memory itself.  
 

In a sense, it is the crisis of sampling's ambiguities that have brought 
composers to the aesthetic and legal crossroads that they find 
themselves at today. But it is also the rise of mass-media 
communications that has provided the clarion call for many composers  



to use today's appropriation techniques to to rage against the machines 
of popular culture, its ownership, and its export. 
 
Steev Hise, who lives and works in San Francisco, is one such 
composer. He also hosts detritus.net, a website devoted to a 
discussion of the issues of intellectual property in music.  The site is 
chockablock with technical, legal and philosophical articles as well as 
MP3 tracks such as Negativland's notorious "The Letter U and the 
Numeral 2, " which parodied, U2, Casey Kasem and a number of other 
hapless victims, and also John Oswald's banned "Plunderphonics" 
oeuvre which incurred the wrath of Michael Jackson and the Canadian 
Recording Industry Association.  Hise’s own music is culled entirely 
from sources in the musical mainstream, and he rarely obtains any 
permission whatsoever. Like many artists who use appropriation, she 
sees himself as a foil for large-scale cultural imperialism, the export of 
American cultural values and multi-national corporations. "I'm 
interested in appropriation for its subversive ability. It's making a 
statement about intellectual property itself. And frankly, I sample 
people who are 'the enemy"'. When i sample something it's because 
that thing is a symbol or part of a symbol for an idea that i think must 
be questioned or resisted. by sampling it and removing it from its 
original context, i'm taking the sign and turning the signifier against 
the signified." 
 
The Detritus manifesto, found on their website, takes a defiant stand: 
 

- in nature, detritus is dead plant and animal matter that makes new 
life possible. The very bottom of the food chain, detritus is the rotting 
leaves in the forest, the silt on the bottom of the pond, the thick dark 
mud in the salt marsh. It sticks to your shoes, it smells, but someday 
it will be food for something else, and that something will be food in 
turn, on and on up the food chain until you pick it up in the 
supermarket and put it in your mouth.  
 
Our society spends a lot of time telling us that there is some brand 
new, fresh cultural produce, generated from thin air and sunshine, 
slick and clean. They package it with pretty plastic & ribbons and 
then feed it to us. A lot gets thrown away: the ribbons, the wrapping; 
culture becomes garbage, or it dies, and rots behind the refrigerator. 
But the new fluffy shiny stuff still gets churned out, and it gets forced 
between our teeth. And we are told to swallow it.  
  
We will not swallow. We will chew, and then spit. We will play with 
our food, and create something new and interesting from it.  



 
In other words, Hise's work, along with that of artists like Negativland, 
People Like Us, and the Tape-Beatles, uses sampling/appropriation as 
political and social commentary as much for musical reasons. and they 
believe that their self-styled guerilla status (as well as the Fair-use 
exception in the Copyright Law) gives them  the right to sample freely, 
without compensation or even express credit to the original work, even 
absent artist or record label consent. After all, criticism, commentary 
and parody have been the cornerstones of the fair-use doctrine. There 
are also tests as to the amount and substantiality of the portion used 
(focusing on whether the user has taken the 'heart' of the material) 
and the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the 
copyrighted work. If the holder can prove that the user is eating into 
her market share, the holder wins. But few could argue that the work 
of radical experimentalists such as Hise and Negativeland truly 
compete with mass-market juggernauts like Beck, Hendrix or 
Metallica. 
 
The doctrine of transformative use has also provided shelter.  This 
provides a degree of legal comfort to people like San Francisco 
composer Jon Leidecker, who composes and performs under the alias 
Wobbly, and whose artistic motivation for appropriation is less 
political. "I usually can't begin unless I'm being pushed by something 
that I find musically interesting:  it has to sound good." And with an 
arsenal of transformations that carves up artists like Julio Iglesias into 
phonetics, rearranging their voices into complete English sentences, it 
can sound very good indeed.  
 
Although some modern artists/composers feel that copyright law 
infringes on their creative and artistic freedom,  intellectual property 
protection was originally established to protect the artists work. The 
main defenses to Intellectual Property are that people are entitled to 
the results of their labor, that they deserve property rights because of 
their labor, that private property is a means for promoting privacy and 
a means for personal autonomy, and that rights in intellectual property 
are needed to promote the creation of more ideas, as intellectual 
property gives financial incentives to produce ideas. Many people, 
artists and otherwise, believe that people do indeed deserve credit and 
remuneration for their work, even if that work appears as the basis of 
another work of art. And artists themselves obviously have their own 
claims in this regard. 
 
Imagine the surprise of composer and guitarist Jack McCracken as he 
sat down to listen to a CD of musical loops which he had just 



purchased out of curiosity at an office supply store, only to find 
samples of his own music contained therein, used without permission, 
credit or remuneration. The CD, marketed at musicians and producers 
who are looking for easy gratification of their groove requirements, 
has been produced by a friend of a friend. Although McCracken chose 
to settle his grievances with the CD's producer privately, he would had 
an excellent infringement claim against the producer and the company 
that issued the CD. And ironically, McCracken would probably have 
made the material available free of charge, for appropriate credit "if 
only they had asked." 
 
 
But there are some who argue that the entire notion of copyright is a 
silly relic of a bygone, pre-digital era. Philo T. Farnsworth, the alias of 
an artist who runs an organization called Illegal Art, thinks so. 
"Copyright becomes a moot point since it becomes increasingly difficult 
to enforce it." Farnsworth thinks that "it is important for people to be 
compensated for their work.  But IP law is so protective that it often 
does more harm than good.  It does harm to creators (scientists and 
artist alike) who wish to base their work on pre-existing work.  
Likewise it also limits the general public who only stand to benefit from 
easier access to information." Or as John Oswald has put it, "If 
creativity is a field, copyright is the fence" 
 
Illegal Art supports artists whose work infringes on copyright. THE 
ORGANIZATION AIMS purpose to create a haven for artists so that 
they don't have to look over their shoulder.  ILLEGAL ART assumes full 
responsibility for the projects it releases and to date no lawyer has 
been able to track THE ORGANIZATION down physically. And while 
most artists who deal in appropriation have expressed grave 
reservations about Napster, the web-based file sharing service that 
allows the trading of copyrighted music without charge (or recompense 
for the owners), Farnsworth weighs in enthusiastically and unabashed: 
"Napster and similar technologies are like a giant public library.  They 
are the most beautiful things to happen on the Internet since the 
World Wide Web." 
 
But even as court rulings threaten to destroy Napster and MP3.com, 
Hollywood and publishers are developing software that would let them 
enforce much broader definitions of copyright. Some, like cyberspace 
lawyer Lawrence Lessig, believe that code plus law equals a threat to  
basic public rights. The ancient human impulses to create, to borrow, 
to share, and, more darkly, to steal, are all fully enabled in this new 



digital world. I remains to be seen whether a solution can be found to 
protect the good without harming it at the same time. 
 
For more reading: 
 
http://www.openp2p.com/pub/a/p2p/2001/01/30/lessig.ht
ml 
http://www.detritus.net 
http://e.usia.gov/education/culprop/  
http://www.plunderphonics.com 
http://www.lawrencesavell.com/Publications/EditorsOnly/edi
torso.htm#11 
http://www.negativland.com/ 
 


